OUR LIVE FAMILY FEUD GAME SHOW is fast-paced, well-prepared entertainment that allows your
guests to shine, and infuses corporate events with positive energy and lots of laughs.

VALUE
1) You can book Family Feud as an
outside-the-box recap of conference
points, company or product highlights
or sponsoring organization details. Our
game writer will consult with you to
create custom-made survey questions
that make sure your guests take away
key information, reinforced with fun
and excitement.
2) The game is an excellent way to
transition between two distict program
phazes. It infuses energy into the day,
punctuates a long session – and you
can take advantage of having a pro
event emcee on stage to reinforce
upcoming program features,
guaranteeing better attendance.
3) Family feud can be pure ice-breaking fun. People are naturally competitive, and Family Feud give
them the opportunity to compete together and laugh together.

The Game
The game, just like the TV version, uses authentic survey questions from the TV game show, from
universal:
Name a bad job that for someone who is accident-prone.
…to a hint of the risque:
What do most women expect men to be bad at?

2 teams of 3-7 players face each other over 2 tables on
stage. The game kicks off as our game show host calls
one contestant to the buzzer in the middle and
introduces the survey question. Whoever chimes in
with a better answer can decide for their team to play
the round or pass. If they play, the team can keep
guessing survey answers until they get 3 strikes. Then
the other team has one chance to steal the round if
they can come up with one of the missing answers. Big
laughs are guaranteed when the audience hears some
of the contestants’ guesses. Add to that the comedy
moments with contestants and our 70’s style game show host, “Richard Dawson Jr” AKA Mike Cavers –
seasoned character actor and emcee.

Timing and Participation
In 30-40 minutes, this highly entertaining game show can do 3 rounds of Family Feud, each round
containing 3 survey questions and 3 face-offs with 4 teams. This means anywhere from 12-21 guests can
be part of the onstage fun, while the rest of the audience gets to sit back, enjoy rooting for their
colleagues on stage, and call out help whenever they want.
What works gangbusters is:
Round 1: Team A vs. Team B
Round 2: Team C vs. Team D
Round 3: Championship! winning team vs. winning team

Screen Display
The screen display mimics the real TV game show, with all the motion and sound effects, but the central
buzzers are analogue, which means a simple system resulting in a competitive price and no chance of
technical glitches:

Your Host
Mike Cavers is a seasoned stage and TV actor,
professional emcee and game show host with
years of experience providing quality
entertainments for great events. Some of the
companies he’s entertained for:
Just for Laughs, YPO Edge, Motion Picture
Production Industry Association, Cisco, Cargill
Canada, Facebook, Astrazeneca, BC
Legislature, Fortis BC, Telus, Interferry, TJX,
Unbounce Marketing, TD Canada Trust, Swiss
Re, Huawei, YUM! Brands, Hard Rock Casino,
Green Shield, and more…

TRAVEL
Our Family Feud game show is designed to be easy and relatively inexpensive o take to any North
American city. Since hotels and conference centers can all provide screens and sound systems, all we
need is our host, laptop and signature game tablecloths. That means you’re only paying for the game
plus the host and tech assistant’s flight, hotel and performance – well worth the value added to your
conference.

